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Abstract: There is an growing appetite for food due to the ever increasing global population, so new technologies need to be 
created to increase crop yield. This paper proposes an intelligent way of forecasting crop yield and recommends the best 
variables for optimising crop yield. With technical developments, the emphasis has now moved to the use of computers and 

control systems for process management and efficiency enhancement. we estimate the crop yield per acre, in this research work 
to proposed hybrid approach for Chemical Fertilizer Data classification using    SVM and neural network approach with expert 

system improvement. Yield and data obtained from Madhya Pradesh of Agriculture are used in the proposed process. 
Humidity, yield, temperature and rainfall are the different parameters used in the dataset.  
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1. Introduction  

The key purpose of agricultural planning is to attain the optimum rate of crop production through the use of a 

finite number of soil resources. Many machine learning algorithms may help to improve the rate of crop yield 

production. We can apply crop selecting technique and decrease the losses whenever there is loss in unfavourable 

conditions. And it can be used in favourable circumstances to increase crop yield rates. This maximisation of the 

rate of yield helps in the improving countries economy. We have some of the variables affecting the yield rate of 

crops. They are seed efficiency and crop selection. Before sowing, we need to test the consistency of the seeds. As 

we know, good seed quality allows to produce a greater rate of production. And crop selection relies on two 

factors, which are favourable and unfavourable circumstances. By using techniques of hybridization, this can also 

be strengthened. Many surveys are being undertaken to enhance agricultural preparation. The aim is to get the full 

crop yield. Machine learning techniques can be used to improve the yield rate of crops. In order to increase the 

yield rate of crops, machine learning methods may be used. To boost crop production, the crop selection method is 

applied. Development of crops can depend on the region's geographical conditions, such as river land, hill areas or 

areas of depth. Climate conditions, such as humidity, snow, temperature, clouds. For different crops, several 

criteria are used to make various predictions. using analysis, these prediction models can be tested. Two ways are 

known as these predictions. One is the standard method of analytics and the other is the methods of machine 

learning. In forecasting single sample spaces, the conventional approach aids. And the techniques of machine 

learning help to model different predictions.  

2. Problem Formulation 

Several climatic conditions impact the development of agriculture. Like metrological parameters (humidity, 

wind speed, temperature and humidity), parameters of precipitation (rainfall, rainfall in the area, irrigation, etc.) 

and parameters of the soil (PH, organic carbon, phosphorus, fibre, etc.) And everything is messed up due to 

constant climate change. Farmers in India continue to pursue the old technologies they adapted from their 

ancestors. But the issue is that all was going on time was really safe in the earliest time setting. Yet today , thanks 

to global warming and many other causes, most aspects have changed. The biggest challenge with farming in 

India is the lack of seasonal rainfall. Humidity is also important for crops, but it has become excessive, as a 

downside it also converts. It has affected the winter season, so Rabi crops are widely affected. The rainfall in the 

winter season was as high as anticipated for a few years. We need to build a method that would be able to identify 

the secret facts or outcomes, trends and observations to solve these problems above. The farmer will foresee 

which crop should be sown in order to benefit more from it. We are applying data analytics techniques to 

agricultural production-based datasets in the proposed framework and finding insights to support farmers and their 

decision-making. We are proposing (SVM+ANN) a method based on descriptive analytics in this research article. 

That helps farmers to consider what has happened in the past and what is going to happen. So here we gather 

different data from the output of crops, rainfall and soil data and prepare their respective datasets. In this strategy, 

we use SVM+ANN to train the model and it will provide the approximate cost of generating crop yields and the 

corresponding output class.  
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3. Related Work 

In this section we covert number work done by the different research work. We study and analysis machine 

learning and neural network algorithm  for data analysis in Chemical Fertilizer Data using Expert System 

Filippi, P. et ak[1] A tentative, data-driven approach to forecasting the yield of wheat, barley, and canola crops 

was proposed in this report, using only on-farm data and publicly available external data. The findings of this 

method are positive, and its generalised nature allows it to be extended to many other agricultural systems in 

which data on yields are available. Particular beneft was identified from the inclusion of field prior yield 

information.  

Shah, A. et al[2] The system suggested uses yield and weather data obtained from the Agriculture department 

of the United States. Humidity, yield, temperature and rainfall are the different parameters used in the dataset.  

[3] For maximum crop yields, this forecast can help farmers pick the most suitable temperature and moisture 

content. 

Medar, R. et al[4]   Using machine learning methods that are conveniently applicable to the farming industry, 

we will boost agriculture. Useful and reliable knowledge on various problems still plays an important role in this, 

along with all the developments in machinery and technology used in agriculture.  

Meeradevi et al[5] ame regions , The proposed model, ame areas, is used to forecast crop yield. The goal of the 

proposed model is to create a method designed to provide forecasting based on the individual 's crop. The product 

edition being created relies on the forecast, but if more detail is available and used as features in the data model, it 

will potentially be included. The proposed model provides farmers with a robust collection of recommendations to 

maximise their crop selection based on individual variables such as location, farm scale, temperature , 

precipitation, and different datasets of crops.  

Kumar, R et al[6] A system called CSM to pick the series of crops to be planted throughout the season is 

described in this article. The CSM approach will increase the seasonal net yield rate of the crops to be planted. 

The proposed approach resolves the selection of crop(s) based on parameter-influenced predictive yield rates ( e.g. 

temperature, soil condition, water density, type of crop).  

Vagh, Y. et al[7] agricultural context for the collection and interpretation of regional data on land use. The 

geographic data consisted of land use profiles for grain and cereal production. This were connected to previously 

reported climatic data from Australian fixed weather stations that were interpolated to match a surface grid using 

ordinary krigeing.  

4. Proposed Methodology  

For its economic growth, an agro-based country depends on agriculture. If the population of the world rises, 

the depend on agriculture also increases and the resulting economic development of the nation is impacted.In this 

case, the rate of crop yields plays an important role in the country's economic development. So, there is a need to 

boost the rate of crop yield. To solve this problem, certain biological approaches (e.g. seed quality of crops , crop 

hybridisation) and certain chemical approaches (e.g. fertiliser, urea, potash use) are carried out. In addition to 

these methods, a technique for seed arrangement are need to increase the net crop yield rate over the season. In 

order to design a smart data mining strategy with machine learning algorithms, crop yield output prediction. 

Achieving the net crop yield rate over the season. The crop can be defined as: 
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Figure 1: Data collection and classification process 

5. Proposed algorithm 

The whole season of the year in India depends on the depth of summer rainfall per year [5]. So, for the whole 

year, it is possible to forecast the season in advance. It is possible to forecast crop yield rates earlier on the basis of 

these expected seasons and past crop yield rate data. The SVM+ANN algorithm operates in advance on crop yield 

rate estimation based on desirable status and produces a series of crops with the highest net yield rate. Remember 

the seed sowing table, for instance,. Algorithm:  

Proposed System: This condition focuses primarily on temperature calculation, forecasts of crop yields and 

anticipation of harvest costs. By recognising the natural segments, these elements allow the ranchers to produce 

the best nourishment harvests and raise the correct animals. Similarly, by changing planting periods, selecting 

assortments of various construction terms or modifying harvest pivots, ranchers can somewhat respond to shifts in 

the environment. For the research investigation, the factual numerical information is associated with horticulture 

is adopted. However, to deal with the observable knowledge obtained, the grouping-based schemes and the 

measurements administered are used. In comparison, for better order results, rational grouping methods such as 

Random Woodland (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Neural Networks are used. Algorithm Support 

Vector Machine (SVM). The measures for understanding SVM are as follows. 

Step-1: Begin by determining arbitrary examples from the dataset in question. 

Step 2 Next, for each case, this calculation will create an option tree. It will get the assumption out of each 

selection tree at that point.  

Step 3 In this step, with each anticipated outcome, elective outcomes will be conducted. 

Step 4-This is the last step in SVM, selecting as the final prediction outcome the most preparation and testing 

data collection for prediction 
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.  

Fig. Shows the Working scenario of Support vector machine. 

On large datasets, this equation runs proficiently and it has better grouping accuracy. Both programmes can 

help to predict precipitation, the determination of crop yield and the estimation of harvest costs. Exact evidence on 

harvest yield experience is crucial to deciding on choices found by executives' farming hazards. The paper 

suggests a plan to estimate the yield of the crop in this way. Until production on the farm, the rancher can verify 

the yield of the harvest according to the section of land. . 

6. ANN+SVM 

ANN+SVM is inspired model of natural neural system, which is made up of several interconnected neurons. 

The most efficient and utilized sort of ANN+SVM is the multilayer observation. The neurons on the yield layers 

are dynamic and the outcome is considered as the yield given by the system. There are some hidden layer between 

the data and yield layer. Every neuron can get input from the neuron has a place with past layer and it can send its 

yield to neurons that have a place with the progressive layer. BPNN is normally in light of the error back spread to 

the multi-layer Neural Network.  

The principle ventures in Back Propagation calculation as takes after:  

Step 1: Feed the standardized data to the system and compute the comparing comes about.  

Step 2: Compare the error between ascertained result and actual results.  

Step 3: The association weight and participation capacity is balanced in view of the error.  

Step 4: If error more prominent than the resistance then go to step 1 else stop the Procedure. 
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Figure 2: work flow ANN+SVM 

We are going to use two distinct approaches here. First is the methodology of SVM and the method of 

Artificial Neural Network. By using these two techniques, we can obtain the consistency of results. A python 

application is generated in order to predict the crop yield rate. Three sections are included in this application. First, 

datasets are handled, second, datasets are checked, and third, datasets are evaluated. We can get the datasets of 

previous years when handling datasets and they can even be translated into a supporting format. Both datasets are 

translated to the attribute relationship file format as we are using the Weka tool in this project. We may do a single 

test in the research part. We've considered two machine learning approaches. One is ANN and the other method is 

SVM. In testing, we can pick any of the methods and conduct dataset testing, such as by choosing a specific crop, 

a specific position and a specific season, we can get yield results. We will enter a whole dataset file in the analysis 

section and obtain the precision of the two separate methods. It helps in predicting which technique is successful. 

In the agricultural sector, because farmers face many challenges, we need to mitigate their problems. This 

prevention of problems can be solved by the implementation of modern farming techniques. We should extend the 

techniques of machine learning to agriculture. We have strategies for clustering and grouping that can be used on 

crops. In order to increase the yield of crops, we may also add certain regression methods. We've only found the 

ANN+SVM approach in this project. We can forecast which crops will be picked for their soil and season using 

these two techniques. We also created a python framework because farmers don't know how to use the Weka 

programme. . This programme helps them estimate the yield. We may perform single tests here in this application 

by providing feedback such as crop name, season selected and position selected. With the ANN+SVM method, we 

can use either method. You can pick the form as soon as you enter the input and mine the output. The findings 

will inform you the rate of yield of that seed. And by evaluating the datasets, we can do different experiments. It 

helps you to pick a whole file at once while evaluating it to get the accuracy. We will do the different experiments 

explicitly here instead of trying to run single tests. This testing aims to achieve the consistency of two techniques. 

Through this, we will come to know which methodology among the methods given is fine. And this will assist 

farmers to pick the crop for their land or the area. The data sets contain data from the previous year's reports. Ses 

databases help to estimate the outcomes for new cases. Farmers will provide the test for every example and get the 

yield rate for the seed. Thus, this application allows farmers to choose the best crop for the land. And it also 

allows them to estimate the chosen crop's yield rate. It is possible to manually execute these processes. We take 

the probability values of instances into account here. For new scenarios, we will obtain the outcome. The 

likelihood of good and evil can be found by the SVM technique. And we can predict whether the chosen crop 

produces good yields or poor yields. Similarly, the ANN method can measure and find the minimum value for the 

distance between two values given to the instances. To get the distance between two values, this approach uses 

Euclidian distance  
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Datasets 

Dataset Collection: We gather data from multiple sources in this process and prepare datasets. And these 

datasets are used for (descriptive and diagnostic) analytics. Several online repositories of abstracts are open, such 

as Data.gov.in and indiastat.org. We can use annual crop abstracts for a period of at least ten years. These datasets 

commonly support anarchic time series conduct. Main and required abstracts (data obtained for at least 10 years) 

combined-for sugar cane . Original agricultural statistics (specific to sugarcane) and data on rainfall. Moisture, 

potassium , sodium, phosphorous abundance suitable for sugarcane crop, minimum and best crop temperature, 

morning and evening RH ethics, Clay parameter (soil depth, PH, edible appropriate acclimatised for crop see table 

below), acclimatic prediction, sawing date, attacked diseases & sugarcane crop acclimatised pesticides / fertilisers, 

crop in tones / acres,  

As a function of monthly temperature and rainfall, the proposed method should match a regression model that 

will help us forecast a crop 's yield. Regression would be used by the system because we need to forecast 

performance is important. Also, the yield will tend to decline in harsh environmental circumstances, which rules 

out linear regression. Multivariate polynomial regression would then act as the best methodology to suit the 

relevant model precisely. The next intuitive step, once the model has been created, is to check the consistency of 

the model i.e. how well the model fits the data given. In essence,this is achieved by calculating residual values. It 

is essentially possible to describe residuals as leftovers from computed model fit[5].is the residual value (e).  

e = y-�̂� 

Then, it determined the remaining number of squares. The error between the data and the fitted model is 

represented. Its meaning is from 0 to 1 [5]. When applying this model to our dataset, the R-squared value found 

was calculated to be 0.89. 

Results Analysis  

An RMSE value of 9.4 was given by multivariate polynomial regression. SVM regression was used in order to 

increase method accuracy. So, the help vector regression tries to match a hyperplane on the specified dataset. The 

hyperplane is equipped in such a way that the model is best suited for future forecasting. Also, the vectors defined 

for hyperplanes are nonlinear for our system. A cost parameter of 4 is used for fine-tuning of the model to control 

the effect of each human support vector. For evaluating the variance and effect of the support vectors, the gamma 

(c) value is used. Value c is selected as  

𝛾 =
1

𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠
 

The model uses 20 monthly rainfall and temperature predictors. combinations. Consequently, c = 0.05 The 

epsilon value defines a tolerance margin where errors are not penalised. The larger the epsilon (e), the higher the 

number of errors the model allows. Multiple e values were checked, and it show the parameter. Value of e is 0.05 

the model performs well.   

A python application is generated in order to predict the crop yield rate. Three sections are included in this 

application. First, datasets are managed, second, datasets are tested, and third, datasets are analysed. We can get 

the datasets of previous years in the management of datasets and they can also be converted into supportive 

formats In this project, since we use the python library, all datasets are translated to the attribute relationship file 

format. We may do a single test in the research part. We have considered two machine learning approaches ... We 

may choose all of the strategies of testing and test data sets, such as choosing a specific crop, a specific position 

and a specific season, to obtain yield outcomes. We can enter a whole dataset file in the analysis portion. 

We were perform the experiment using python  and selected the MP Chemical Fertilizer Data Accuracy for 

classification models is one of the most widely applied indicators. It is the sum of the accurate forecasts divided 

by the total number of forecasts. For an imbalanced dataset, we can get a high degree of precision that is mostly 

class-oriented. In an extreme case, each test case could be added to the large class by the classified to obtain a 

consistency equivalent to that of the most frequent marks in the test set. Precision can therefore be a deceptive 

measure of performance. The controlled precision is a better measure of generalizability. Where l is the class 

count, the average accuracy obtained on each class can be calculated. 
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Table 1: comparative Analysis different machine learning model 

Sample 

Chemical 

Fertilizer 

Datasets 

Model  Accuracy ( in % ) 

  Before artifact 

removal 

After artifact 

removal 

Dataset1  SVM  78.33 88.90 

Dataset2 ANN 89.55 90.66 

Dataset3 Proposed 

approach 

SVM+ ANN 

92.12 95.77 

 

 
Figure 3: comparative Analysis different machine learning model 

6. Conclusion  

We proposed hybrid algorithm predicted higher precision wheat yields, and the best generalisation ability of 

the three approaches was demonstrated by the support vector regression + ANN algorithm. In Madhya Pradesh, 

the RF model will predict wheat yields reliably in advance (before harvesting dates). We have also observed that 

the precision of the forecast varies according to agricultural zones and algorithms, and the geographical variation 

would influence the accuracy of the yield prediction. Such approaches also aid in solving agricultural problems. 

By testing for various methods, we can also get the precision of yield. We may also boost efficiency by testing the 

accuracy of various crops. In several agricultural fields, sensor innovations are being applied. This paper aims to 

bring the crops to their full yield point. It also assists in the selection of the required crop for the chosen land and 

season. Such methods can address farmers' problems in the field of agriculture. This would continue to boost our 

country's economic growth. 
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